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FLEETWOOD Cricket Club have
won the Northern Premier League
title – to complete an historic
sporting hat-trick for the town.

The cricketers’ triumph – they
clinched the championship with
a win over Chorley – follows on
from Fleetwood Town’s elevation
to the Football League via their
Conference success, and Fleetwood
rugby union club becoming
champions of the North Lancashire
and Cumbria League.

Fleetwood historian Dick
Gillingham said: “According to
my research, this is the first time
in Fleetwood’s history the town’s
premier sports clubs have won their
respective titles in the same year.

“The rugby and cricket clubs have
used many home-produced players,
and the football club community
programme is having a great effect
in the town.

“It would be interesting to know
if any town of similar size can claim
a similar record.”
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SPORT

Town left reeling
Fleetwood Town 2, Port Vale 5

FLEETWOOD Town
conceded five league goals
for the first time in three
years, after a powerful
Port Vale side moved up
to second in League Two
with an emphatic victory
at Highbury.

The fact that Town did not,
by any means, perform below-
par says much more about their
opponents. Uncharacteristic
errors in defence allowed the
visitors to strike so often, but
Micky Mellon’s side continued to
look lively and dangerous going
forward. Ultimately, though, it was
a painful, but perhaps necessary,
Football League lesson.

Steve Gillespie scored his first
goal for the club from the spot with
seven minutes to go, but it was far
too little, far too late for Town.

Tom Pope and Louis Dodds
scored two each for Vale, the busy
Ashley Vincent was the other
addition to Vale’s goalscorers.

The Valiants broke the deadlock
shortly before the half-hour mark
with Pope’s first.

After Jon Parkin had appeared
to be fouled,Vale counter-attacked
toward the Memorial Stand.

Jennison Myrie-Williams
hassled and harried Dean Howell
on the byline, and managed to send
the ball a short distance towards
the lurking Pope, who slotted
calmly past Scott Davies.

An end-to-end encounter if ever
there was one, Mangan nearly
equalised immediately after Pope’s
opener after his header came

crashing against the crossbar,
with Shaun Beeley supplying yet
another cross after the striker’s
initial shot was deflected.

However, Vincent doubled Vale’s
advantage only five minutes later,
as he took on Fleetwood’s defence
from the left with an admirable
degree of self-assurance; it paid off
as he tucked a low, powerful strike
from just outside the area past
Davies.

Brown notched his third goal of
the season for Town as he pulled
one back seven minutes before the
interval, his looping header from
Andy Mangan’s pinpoint cross
nestling into the top right-hand
corner.

Despite Town continuing to
pressure during the second half,
Vale took full advantage of a set
piece on the hour mark to go 3-1 up.

Chris Shuker’s free-kick was
swung into the danger zone and
forced Davies to push the ball from
his goal. Unfortunately for Town,
the worst player possible was first
to the rebound, as Pope grabbed his
second of the game after tapping
home from close range.

A defensive error in the heart
of Fleetwood’s back four allowed
Dodds to sneak in and nick
possession on the 67th minute,
keeping his composure to calmly
guide the ball past Davies, and 10

minutes later Vale had their fifth,
as Dodds was allowed plenty of
time and space to surge forwards
and fire home from the edge of the
area.

You could be forgiven for
mistaking Beeley for a right-
sided midfielder at times, such
is his composure and confidence
venturing forward, but the full-
back demonstrated he is more than
capable in defence, after he hurtled
towards Pope to clear a dangerous
loose ball heading for the Vale
striker.

Brown came close to adding
another on various occasions,
shooting just wide after turning
well to evade pressure by Vale and
outjumping his marker to head a
Mangan corner over the bar.

A blocked shot each in quick
succession from Parkin and
Mangan, after the former had
beaten his marker with some
elaborate skill, kept the Vale
defence on their toes as Town
trailed, but their opponents were
just too strong.

Gillespie replaced Parkin with 15
minutes to go, ans scored from the
spot after after the substitute was
fouled by Clayton McDonald.

Mellon also introduced Alex
Marrow for Fowler shortly
afterwards, but the game had long
been lost.
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Left, Steven Gillespie steps up to take his late
penalty against Port Vale at Highbury last night.
Above, Junior Brown climbs highest to head
home Fleetwood’s opener
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Cricket club’s
title win an
historic treble
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